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 Introduction 
 

Once again it’s that time of year when we start to reflect on the past 12 months and start to 
make plans for the year ahead. This is especially true if you are one of around 15,000 people 
that will leave the armed forces in 2020.  

There is so much knowledge out there and this is just one small attempt to package some of 
the best bits of advice from the resettlement community that may help you going forward 
into 2020.  

80% of the insights are from those who have taken the time to contribute and 20% is from 
me. This is an ever growing example of the intrinsic motivation that people have to help 
those returning to civilian life.  

Personally it has been great to look back at some of the fantastic pieces of advice people 
have shared and the conversations it has started.  

This document isn’t perfect but the insights and experience from those who have 
contributed is where the real value is and if you take just one thing away then it was worth 
the time putting it together.  

I wish you all the best into the new year.  

Here's to 2020 and beyond…  

 

 

 

 



 Best of Linkedin 2019  
 

A collection of linkedin posts from 2019, these may come in handy if you need a bit of 
motivation or reminder that you have it all in hand.  
 
You can’t control other people’s luck during resettlement. 
It’s quite easy to be envious of someone who has landed a “great job’’ after the armed 
forces. 
They’ve landed on their feet. 
If they fell in dog shit they would come out smelling of roses. 
The jammy bugger. 
Just a few things that you may have heard, or even said yourself. 
I know I definitely did. 
These thoughts can play on our mind, hold us back and make us unproductive. 
A different way of framing it could be seeing yourself as the person who has preserved 
though difficulties. 
Viewing your results as a testament  to your own fortitude and resilience, not just 
circumstance. 
 Other people might get lucky, but you can decide how you react to it. It can be hard to 
focus the brain on what we want. Instead, we end up thinking about what culture, society, 
and our own history has led us to. 
What do you actually want to do when you leave the armed forces?  
What is it you want?  
Where do you want to be?  
Have you even asked yourse 
 
Confidence and Resettlement. 
We all like a hit of dopamine from time to time. A like or a comment on a picture or post we 
have written. 
However, dopamine won’t last forever, it’s short term. 
Confidence on the other hand is something you own. You have control of it. 
Short term pleasure and long happiness are two entirely different things. 

 



A career in the armed forces, no matter the duration will have been mostly a successful 
endeavour. You will have achieved some fantastic things. When it’s time to leave you may 
have hit a threshold, a comfort zone. 
It is now time to decide if you are ready for the next level, for the challenge ahead. 
When this happens your life may become difficult for a short period of time. You may have 
mastered the forces, but now it’s time for something else. 
This is the time to hold onto you confidence. Don’t let it waver. 
Try not to worry, you have been through this before. You’ve come this far and seen off many 
a dragon along the way. 
You may feel rough now, but it won’t last forever, and afterwards, you will be more able, 
your foundations firmer and your aims will be higher. 
Everything will mean more. 
Just don’t let go of your confidence 
 
 
Why Draining Your Willpower During Resettlement Doesn't Work And What To Do 
About It. 
We often think of willpower as binary, something someone either has or they don’t. 
However, hundreds of experiments have proven that willpower is like a muscle. 
 
What has this got to do with resettlement?  
 
When thinking about resettlement, it can be easy to take the “all in” approach. We plan and 
set goals. We then try and follow it in order to achieve them. This is normally kept up for a 
while, but can end in frustration. 
 
We deplete our willpower working on one of these goals, which leaves us with even less for 
the next one. We empty the tank and beat ourselves up. We feel like there is no way we will 
ever be able to reach our target, and blame ourselves for our lack of willpower.   
 
We end up back where we started. 
 
Your resettlement does not need to be like this. If you think of willpower as a muscle you 
can resist the temptation to completely overhaul your life to achieve what you want. 

 



 
Focus on one goal at a time instead of expanding your willpower on many things at once. 
When you focus on one goal at a time, you actually strengthen your willpower. 
 
You will have more in the tank. 
 
This will be easier on your mind, while only benefiting your resettlement. 
 
How To Build Credibility Quickly In Your First Job After the Armed Forces 
Your first job after leaving the armed forces can be daunting enough without thinking about 
building credibility.Here are a few things that can get you on your way. 
 
Feel free to add your own also. 
 
Focus on strengths not weaknesses-Imposter syndrome can rear at any moment.One way to 
combat this during the early days is to focus on what you are good at,and forget the 
rest.There is plenty of time to develop.Where can you have impact now? 
 
Content-Share what you read that is relevant to your new role.This shows that you have skin 
in the game.If you're confident enough,start to share your own.Eg: 
5 lessons the armed forces taught me about *insert new industry* 
Leadership lessons from * insert story* 
The list is endless. 
 
Presence- I don’t mean being over confident & cocky but make your presence known.For 
example: 
I send an e-mail out every Monday morning.The aim is to get people thinking & add 
value.This consistency shows you care and it’s personal.You will be surprised at how much 
of an impact something like this can have. 
 
Make yourself accountable-If you see an area where there is a knowledge gap. Run a session 
on it.This will show you are willing to set an example. Something many aren’t willing to do. 
 
Why Thinking Too Much Doesn't Work And What To Do About It. 
During the last 12 months of your armed forces career you can spend a lot of time sitting 
around whilst at sea, on exercise or on base, thinking about what you’d like to do. 
 
Alternatively, you could just start doing it.  
 

 



Grab a book. 
Listen to podcast instead of the radio in the car.  
Download Medium.  
Google is your friend.  
 
Every evening you spend thinking about it, is another evening you’re not making progress to 
what “it” is.  
I learned this the hard way thinking I was going to earn £500 a day doing maritime security. 
I couldn’t have been more wrong.  
I couldn’t have been more naive.  
I could have been doing something more valuable with my time.  
If you keep saying that you’ll do it at some point, but you haven’t even taken the first step, 
then you probably never will.  
The more you talk about it, the more likely it is that you won’t do it. 
Even if you only make one small step today, that is far more valuable than spending another 
day thinking about it and talking about it.  
Little building blocks soon turn into a house.  
You just need to lay solid foundations first. 
 
How To Plan Your Resettlement Without Becoming Overwhelmed.  
A simple guide that may be of value as you plan the week ahead.  
 
Resettlement backlog-The whole list of things you need to do to achieve you goal.Courses, 
tasks,events.The whole list! 
 
Sprint backlog-A selection of items from your resettlement backlog that you commit to 
achieving over a set period of time.  
 
Sprint-Between 1-4 weeks that you will work towards getting everything in the Sprint 
Backlog done.  
 
Sprint Goal-A brief sentence stating what you want to achieve during the sprint. 
Eg:Complete PRINCE2 & finish my CV. Or attend a careers fair & distribute my CV whilst 
continuing to build my network.  
 

 



Daily Scrum-15 minutes per day to assess & review what you are doing to achieve the sprint 
goal. 
 
Sprint Review-Dedicated time at the end of the sprint to review progress. 
 
Sprint Retrospective-Time to reflect on what what went well during the sprint and what 
could be improved on next time.Taking actionable steps to move forward. 
 
Sprint Planning-Look at what is left in the  Resettlement Backlog and commit to another 
Sprint.Always going for the work of highest priority/value to your resettlement.  
 
Scrum board-Visual board that shows progress of work.3 columns.To do, in progress,done. 
 
Why having a goal is so important during resettlement.  
I’m not an expert on this, I just learnt the hard way that not having a goal can really impact 
progress.  
 
If you have a goal in mind then it becomes easier to prioritise the things that will get you 
there.  
 
You stop being a busy fool.  
 
You stop starting multiple things but finishing little. 
 
If you just a have a list of things to do it can become difficult to see the finish line. 
 
Once you know where you are going, you can enjoy the process a bit more. 
 
When was the last time you asked yourself what your goal was? 
 
The Guilt Of Not Being Busy Enough After The Armed Forces And Why You Have 
Nothing To Prove.  
Having been in the corporate world for a few years now, I am still surprised at the guilt I 
feel for feeling busy or tired at the end of some days.  
 
My inner monologue is something like:  
 
You know what really being busy feels like, stop complaining.  
You have done crazy hours in harsher surroundings, what’s up with you?  

 



You’re not tired, get on with it.  
 
I am sure I’m not alone in this and to an extent, having the capacity for more can be 
beneficial. It's a trait that serves people well.  
 
On the other hand… 
 
It’s ok to be tired at the end of the week.  
6 hours 6 hours off is a thing of the past.  
The day to day reality is different now.  
 
Just because you have the ability to push your limits doesn’t mean it has to happen every 
week.  
 
You have nothing to prove to yourself.  
 
Getting Ahead On Sunday, Ready For Monday To Thank You. 

Leaving the armed forces and jumping into the corporate world can be tough. Below are few 
tools and tips that I have come across and found useful. They won’t be for everyone but feel 
free to add your own.  
1. Build yourself a framework for the day - From getting up to going to bed, loosely map out 
your day so you continue to have structure. I say framework as it doesn’t have to be 
concrete. Don’t worry if things don’t go to plan.  
 
2. Google’s tomato timer - Based on the pomdoro technique where you do 25 minutes of 
work followed by a 5 minute break. Every four pomdoros take a longer 10 minute break. 
https://tomato-timer.com/ 
3. Phone on airplane mode at 8pm - Nothing good happens on social media after 8.  
4. Invest in a planner - The I get sh*t done planner by Dan Meredith is the one I recommend. 
5. Ditch the radio - Podcasts in the car are a great way to learn on the move.  
Get ahead today for a more productive tomorrow.  
 
 

 

https://tomato-timer.com/
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12 months isn't a long time at all when it comes to resettlement. Keep the big 
picture in mind. A few reminders: 
Do something-Whatever you define as your goal will take deliberate effort. Imperfect action 
is better than doing nothing.  
 
Don’t consider yourself more important than you really are- Your rank now won't mean as 
much when you enter into a new career.  
 
Don’t pity yourself for too long-Things will undoubtedly go wrong along the way, and it's ok 
to feel down about it. Throw yourself a 24 hour pity party if needed, binge on Netflix, shut 
the world out. Just make sure you get back to it the next day.   
 
Don’t waste time on trivial matters - Things will happen outside of your control. Focus on 
what you can.  
 
Be present-Those around you will still want your time. They have stood by you all these 
years. Take a night off. Nothing good happens on social media after 8pm.  
 
Be patient-Just because that one recruiter hasn't replied doesn't mean it's a lost cause.  
 
Pay it forward-In hindsight, you will be stronger and proud of yourself for moving forward. 
Equally as important, you’ll be able to pay it forward to a friend. When you get a message 
and it’s someone who’s about to enter into resettlement, you’ll be better equipped to 
provide the help you may have once needed. 
 
You don’t have to justify why you are leaving the armed forces to anyone.  
The amount of people that told me I was crazy for leaving was pretty high. Even those close 
to me doubted the choice.  
 
I was questioned until it started to pay off.  
 
You can stay and stay and debate to those questioning your choices, or you can get back to 
the task in hand. (This includes the conversations you have with yourself) 
 
Once you enter into this sort of conversation, you’re entering into another person’s state of 
mind. You’ll probably just end up frustrated. 
 
You have more important things to do. More productive things to do rather than try and get 
people to see your point of view.  

 



 
When we try and justify our decisions, the standard gets lowered. The bar of what’s 
important drops, and we forget how to communicate.  
 
Opinions are great, they are important. 
However, you own opinion of yourself is what counts. 
 
Things you may not have known before joining the armed forces. 
- How to work with people you didn’t necessarily like. 
 
- How to say no when the psychological wanted to put the breaks on the physiological. 
 
- How to focus on what’s important and eliminate waste.  
 
The list is endless. 
 
The point is that if you can do that, you can pivot in whatever direction you want to once you 
leave. 
 
If you know what you are going after during resettlement, it’s time to show 
people what’s on the menu. 
So you have done some soul searching and have decided what you want to do.  
 
Fantastic. 
 
Now it’s time to show people.  
 
Unfortunately, the market isn’t interested if we don’t like posting content.  
 
If you are an engineering ninja, could you document something you are currently working 
on?  
 
If you are the king or queen of project management, could you write an article about the 
lessons you have learnt?  
 
If you want to be an offshore boat driving wizard, could you film some operations you have 
been doing?  
 

 



Play to your strengths. If you like writing, use that as your tool. If you are confident in the 
front of a camera, go for it. 
 
The point is that people, recruiters, businesses and organisations won’t order what’s not on 
the menu. 
 
You have to show them. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Resettlement Question Series  

The below questions were asked on a weekly basis and got some really insightful answers.  
 
Week 1 - Question One - What one course did you most benefit from and why?  
 
Only signed off in June but I actually started my resettlement plan in 2015 with a L5 in 
Coaching & Mentoring (1 year). Great course, challenging and learned lots. For me though, it 
has to be my degree, I left school with nothing, joined the Army in 1997 with nothing and 
graduated last year at age 41. Better late than never and most definitely the hardest course 
I’ve undertaken to note. The degree has opened doors and proves to people I can learn and 
operate at a good level. The other courses I’ve done since 2015 have also helped to make me 
a more well rounded individual but, it’s a work in progress and I’ll continue to learn from 
study and different people I meet on this resettlement journey.  
For me a course wasn't the answer, I completed an internship with Jaguar Land Rover to see 
what I wanted to do whilst I finished off my degree in business management. I found that my 
skills transitioned well into learning and development and found myself being offered a job 
at the end of the internship. During my time at JLR I networked hard and it paid off recently 
when I secured my current role as learning and development manager at Interserve. 
Qualifications do open doors but not as much as showcasing your skills do, I would urge 
anyone who can, to do internships and secondments. 
As a service leaver that’s a different question and only time will tell. As Martin I have done a 
number of Leadership/Coaching course which have spaced me as a person. The best service 
leavers course I have completed thus far is career transition workshop CTW, this course has 
helped me get a clearer direction on future employment and strengths by means of a CV. 
 
Week Two Question Two - How far in advance of your leaving date should you 
start passing your CV out and applying for positions?  

Sometimes, the job search and application process can take a while. So my advice would be 
not to leave it too late, but to start getting your CV together and networking at least 6-8 
months in advance. This will give you time to decide on the sort of job and sector you want 
to target, the type of environment and size of company in which you’d prefer to work, and 
start making those all important contacts. Target and short list these companies, research 

 



them well, find out if they’ve been awarded new contracts or have suitable vacancies, 
identify the movers and shakers etc. Once you know the direction of travel, shape your CV 
around the job requirements, network with people in the sector, identify the qualifications 
employers expect you to have and use the time to complete any you haven’t yet got under 
your belt. So lots to do and it all takes time whilst you still doing your day job and maybe 
even moving home. Hope that help, Jac. 
Generate a CV early, network like hell and ask your new found connections in your target 
sector for “advice” on your CV as early as possible; you will either get quality advice on how 
to tailor it or your CV will find its way to the right hiring manager who will know your 
situation and your availability 
I think it’s important to remember that regardless of what the CoC tell you, there is always 
the possibility of early release. It’s just a conversation with your RCMO - though you will 
relinquish all resettlement entitlement if this option is taken.  
With that in mind, my advice would be to get your $#!t in one sock cv-wise at the earliest 
opportunity. Talk to the RCMO about that option & how much notice will be required. If a 
role comes along which you wish to pursue, you will know if it’s worth applying & the 
consequences of leaving before the usual 12 month notice period.   
I recommend you test the waters with your CV as soon as possible. It will show you if it is 
achieving results or still needs work. This process takes time but may also open up other 
doors and gives you a chance to explore other industries you may not have considered. My 
advice: keep your options open. All the best! 
I signed off in June this year but started passing out my CV last year to see what the 
feedback/uptake was like. This give me time to make various drafts and adjust them as I 
progressed. I’ll start officially applying in my final 6 months 
From personal experience, I would wait until you are in a position to except employment. I, 
very enthusiastically, scatter gunned my CV out before I had left the Army. The result was, 
from those who responded, was always as follows.  
“Thank you for your recent application, please contact us when you have left your current 
employment”  
Civilian employers are not interested in your past employment, they are only interested in 
the following: 
1. Are you available  
2. Are you qualified  

 



When your CV rotates to the top of their pile and you are not available, it rotates right back 
to the bottom. Some, when asked, will give you feedback but if they are asking your 
availability..........that in itself is all the feedback you would require. 
My approach was I decided what industry I wanted to get involved in, generated my CV and 
cover letter and sent it to the company I was keen to work with, the only difference was, I 
purposely didn’t apply for a position and used the cover letter as a way of putting my name 
out there as being really interested and explained about the military resettlement and asked 
how I could use it to benefit the industry and improve my chances of being offered a 
position. 
I’m not saying every company will respond but at least you can work on the advice you do 
get. Then I would say resend your CV with an updated cover letter around the 3 months prior 
to leaving the services. 
 
Week 3 question 3 - If you were to go through resettlement again what would you 
do differently, if anything? 

I started my resettlement with 5yrs still to push by doing a BSc using ELCs. I wish I’d had 
that level of foresight earlier and done some a “cv enhancing” course every year using SLCs.  
As I said to the JNCOs during leaving drinks “it’s never to early to start planning your exit” 
I best offer my view, for what it's worth.   I would definitely spend less time, in fact a lot less 
time, applying for jobs 'cold' without having a personal contact on the 'inside' and exploit my 
network. Indeed, I would have conducted my first job search like a campaign; identifying my 
network, reaching out, following up and moving on to the next one when nothing is 
forthcoming with that particular contact. I was very fortunate that each of my roles since 
leaving have come around through my network and not applying for jobs through adverts. 
Should I be looking to move on in the future, 80%+ of my time will be invested in exploiting 
my network for opportunities - this is something that happens all the time. And works.  
Happy to accept connection requests from anybody who doesn't know me - this is what (a) 
LinkedIn and (b) what the forum Jac Hughes invests in is for; sharing experiences and 
networking to help each other. I am grateful for my experience thus far and continue to 'pay 
back.' Good luck all and for those about to make the transition, keep your chin up. It will 
happen.  
Start much earlier and leverage the support that is available much more. The CTP and the 
other organisations will let you fly solo unless you ask for help and advice..... and with our 
crack on mindset we are self sustaining and manage the situation and direction ourselves. 
They are the so called experts so fully utilise what they are to offer  
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If I could go back I would have started my resettlement way earlier and planned it better 
and also put my day job on the back burner, however that’s easier said than done. 
 
I was told a long time ago that the minute you sign up you should be planning for the day 
you leave. Fantastic advice, shame I never listened to it more.   
More control, use the middle man to the best of how that asset can be used, but it depends 
what the middle man is like! Again I would look to change this and not allow certain 
members of the army to influence the movement 
I wouldn't do anything different but what I did different to others is; I didn't listen to all 
those still serving who told me to take pay cuts and  start lower then build up. Bullsh*t!! 
You/we are worth so much more than what we think. My advice would be aim high and 
belive in yourself, visualise what you want and double your current salary. 
 
Week 4 Question 4 - How did you go about building a new structure and routine 
for yourself upon leaving the armed forces.  
I think once someone has that “regimental way of life” it’s really hard to let it go fully, and 
if someone in the civilian world is exposed to it they love it and adapt it.For example and it’d 
be great hear feedback from others with a military background/ Who still takes pride in 
their appearance? Ironed clothes, polished or smart shoes maybe even a nicely shaped 
beard 😉 Who still asks themselves “what do I need to do? and how am I going to achieve 
it? Who still implements a fitness structure into their week.Who still just “gets shit done” 
when people around are moaning about the task 
TOTALLY understand this! It is one of the reasons I joined the military because I work better 
in a structured environment. I have spent the last 5 months training and being my own 
task-master and I've struggled to 'find time' for myself. I think motivation is the key. Keep 
reminding yourself of what you are working towards and why. Consider the impact if you 
don't succeed but don't put too much pressure on yourself at the same time. Celebrate the 
little victories of everyday. Understand that to be successful at work and in life you need to 

 



be fit and healthy with a positive attitude: fitness is a big part of this. (And I am such a 
hypocrite 🙈) 

The classic military 'aims and objectives' is just as useful for everyday life as it was for 
mission success. But this mission, your mission, is much more important. Share it with 
someone you trust so that they can support and encourage you along the way. Where do 
you want to be this time next year, in 5 years, in 10 years??? Believe in yourself, you can 
do it! 

Routine in the military?  On the bus, off the bus! Lol. I prefer not having that routine from 
the military in my life anymore.   The routine in the military for me was get into work at 
08:00 and leave at 17:30 ( depending on operational cycle). It is pretty much the same 
now in civvie street apart from I’m up earlier and get home later...and some times a little 
tipsy.  But my freedom is considerably more now.In my Opinion it’s not so much the 
routine of the job, but the development of the individual, and their career.   There is no 
regimental career management officer to map that out for you.  The world potentially is 
your oyster.  

 
To be totally honest, I don’t think I struggled with routine. I guess it depends on how long 
you were in and roles you filled. I did 38 years and was posted into a number of roles that 
were planning and routine centric. That routine establishes habit and mind-set which carries 
over into civvy street. Of course, in civvy street you have a certain amount of free-reign 
(unencumbered from the military environment) particularly in your personal life which can 
lapse you into a more ‘laid back’ life which in itself is not a bad thing at all. Like riding a 
bike or skiing, if you don’t do it for a while, it takes a couple of days to get back into the 
routine you just have to do it occasionally to keep it in the frontal lobe!  (edited) 

 



Great question, personally I think it’s an easy one to answer, it’s very easy to find time when 
it’s in a program or apart of your work routine, because time is allocated. It’s equally 
difficult to motivate when its expected but you need to find time. In the military you feel 
obligated to sit at your desk and wait for something to happen, sounds crazy but we still do 
it!! Just as crazy people will gym over lunch time, because they are scared to miss 
something in work or again feel obligated to be sat at there desk. Time management it great 
if you have it right, get it wrong and the stress will follow. Find what’s important to you and 
know what isn’t, this way you can concrete on how best to manage your time. You don’t find 
time to workout, you make time. 
Everyone leaving the mil struggles with this transition regards if you choose to leave or get 
MD like I did. 

It took a while but set your own structure, make your own life how you want it. If you can't 
do that in your civvie role and it's bringing you down then leave. If it is so important to 
you, build it. Build it now. Don't procrastinate. Observe, Orientate, Decide, Act NOW. 
Reassess, adjust and repeat. 💪 

In my opinion, it's just a case of going from one routine and getting used to another.  After 
a while, I didn't think about things like sports afternoons and Friday knock-offs. I simply 
carried my routines over. Whenever I need to be somewhere, I’m always there early. I 
have a visual ‘to do’ list of tasks which get crossed off as I progress through them. I’ve 
not reinvented the wheel, so to speak! 

Week five question five - In your experience is it better to do as many courses as 
possible in a variety of things, or find a niche and focus on that?  

Interested in the responses to this? I personally think it’s a mixture of the two. i’m trying to 
get as much done as possible (Leadership & Management, Project Management, H&S etc...) 
before I can PVR & start resettlement, however I realise I need to specialise in one area to 
demonstrate a deeper understanding.  

 



 
Define your values, find a profession that fits with them then do the minimum amount of 
courses it takes to get you your first role within that profession. After a while you will know 
if you made the right choice and can invest more in your development accordingly. 
Not sure yet, I’m not applying for jobs until January when I’m in my last 6 months of service. 
However, I’ve done a bit of networking, got my CV out there and received some great 
feedback with companies got me pencilled in for follow up meetings/calls in November & 
December. 
It’s an interesting point!  I’ve personally looked at what I’m lacking for the roles I want to 
undertake.  I looked at where I have experience but need some form of 
qualification/accreditation to make myself marketable and relevant.  I guess time will tell 
for me over the next few months.  Perhaps it’s horses for courses?!  
I was advised to specialise as much as possible and it served me well. 
I think the secret is finding/figuring out what you're going to do/be when you leave and 
build your courses around that. 
 
Week 5 - if you had to choose one transferable skill that has served you well in 
your new environment, what would it be?  
unflappability - we have an ability to cut through the BS and get to the heart of an issue, 
whilst not getting wrapped around the axle with things that don’t really matter 
Resilience, in particular resilience to change. Change in environment, people, processes, 
locations, attitudes, relationships, ambitions, expectations. Everything has changed for me 
since leaving the forces 4 years ago as it will for many service leavers. Fortunately we tend 
to have enough elasticity in our attitudes and approaches that we could put a rubber band 
to shame. This is because service life is all about change (often environmental). Yet still we 
find a way to bring in some familiarity into the most obscure of settings, like laying our your 
kit in the middle of the desert just in the way you like it, we have our little rituals that keep 
us stable and we don’t even know it. We've just become accustomed to change and have 
formed strategies to deal with it. So as a service leaver, have faith in your resilience, its 
kept you going this far 👌 
Adaptability 
Flexibility 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnbarratt1/
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Integrity by this I suppose it is the trait that drives trust in relationships which in turn forms 
the foundation for strong transparent teams. We may not get everything right and indeed 
make some glaring mistakes but at least they are honest mistakes. 
Right this second if I had to pick one, it’ll be taking ownership for failure, I posted an article 
last night about the approach of criticism by leaders and commanders 
To leave managers in your wake by having the ability to LEAD . This is where most civilian 
managers are found wanting . 
Compassion and understanding (I’m cheating that’s two I know but )for me they are 
intrinsically linked.   
Confidence 
Patience. 
Getting sh** done, on time every time. Mission focus 😁 
Managing of expectations 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 



 Tea Time Resettlement  
 

These were a set of practical linkedin posts that could be used.  

Tip 1  
If you are in the process of leaving the armed forces and are:  
In the passenger seat of a car. 
Sitting on a train. 
Sitting in an airport. 
Scrolling on your sofa at home.  
Type in where you live in the search function of LinkedIn and connect with recruiters in your 
area, and in the industry your looking to enter.  They may not come to you.  
A simple but massively underused way to spend 5 minutes. 
Tip 2  
Show the  “about” part of your LinkedIn profile to a spouse, partner, friend, parent. Basically 
anyone not in the forces. Look at their reaction. Do they understand what you are trying to 
get across? Do you have acronyms they don’t understand?  
Tip 3  
Now you have connected with a few recruiters and checked your “about” section, use this 
headline for one small piece of content.  
“What being in the armed forces has taught me about [ insert industry you want to enter ].”  
Think about 3 - 5 points that show you take the time to reflect on what you have learnt, and 
how it could benefit someone.  
Tip 4  
In the desktop version of LinkedIn you can export your profile to PDF. Although for the 
moment, the CV is still very much needed, it may be worth reviewing what your profile looks 
like as a PDF document. In my opinion this could be an option recruiters prefer in the future 

 



due to it being so easily accessible. It could also come in handy when attending job fairs as 
it will have your picture so people will remember you further. 
Tip 5  
Go to the jobs area within LinkedIn and search for the sort of job you want. Spend 30 
minutes looking at if the job adverts show who has posted it. If so, connect with them. No 
need for a message but it will plant the seed.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Linkedin Content Guide  
 

 

Now I think we can all agree that content is a major factor in getting noticed, especially on 
Linkedin.  
This causes two potential problems...  
1 - If you don't want to share, you may miss out on some exciting opportunities. 
2 - The market doesn't care if we don't like posting content.  
Some Tips  
● If you don't want to share your own content, share something interesting but share 

your thoughts on it.  
● Instead of trying to create, think about documenting something you have done. A 

course, a workshop etc.  
● If you think of something, write it down straight away.  

Bonus  
Below is a little collection of titles and templates to hook people in.  
  
Result Focus: How To Get [Result] [Quickly] [Without Risk] 
  
Pain Focus: How To [Eliminate Specific Pain] [Without More Pain] 
  
Situation Focus: If [Specific Emotional Hot Button Situation ls Happening] Then [Worst Fear 
Might Be True] 
  
Action Focus: What To Do If [Specific Hot Button Situation] 
  
Approach Focus: Why [Common-Sense Approach] Doesn't Work And What To Do About It 
  
Customer Focus: 10 Mistakes Most [Customer Description] Make [In Situation] And How To 
Avoid Them 
  

 



Magic: How To[Turn Problem][Into Benefit] 
  
Case Study: [Result of Case Study] 
  
How To [Desired Result] 
  
Do THIS to get [Desired Result] 
  
New Post: [Blog Title] 
  
What if [Big Result or Negative Situation]? 
  
[Subject] vs [Subject] 
  
Use them to get you started and remember - nothing is set in stone but one post could make 
all the difference.  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 Linkedin Daily Tasks  
 

 

Follow these basic tasks to keep your linkedin activity up to date and to keep yourself 
visible during resettlement.  
 
Remember, people won’t order what is not on the menu. You have to show them.  
 
Morning  
Check any notifications and your inbox.  
Reply to as many comments or tags that time allows.  
Review the who has viewed your profile page and add any people that may add value to your 
resettlement.  
Post some content, preferably in the context of the job you are wanting to go into.   
Contribute and comment on posts that grab your interest.  
 
Evening  
Check any notifications and your inbox.  
Reply to as many comments or tags that time allows.  
React to the posts the grab your intention and connect with the poster if you haven’t 
already 
Review the who has viewed your profile page and add any people that may add value to your 
resettlement.  
Review relevant jobs and connect with the job poster if they are shown.  
Connect with 10 targeted people.  

 



 
Try this for a week and scale up or reduce as needed.  
 
This may be a simple set of tasks but getting into a consistent routine can really help.  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Communities Directory  
 

 
Tech Vets  
TechVets is a not-for-profit founded to support UK tech by building on the strengths of 
military veterans. 
Website http://www.techvets.co 
 
AWS re/Start  
AWS re/Start is a full-time, classroom-based skills development and training program that 
prepares individuals for careers in the cloud and connects them to potential employers. A 
technology background is not required to apply and the program is focused on unemployed 
or underemployed individuals, including military veterans and their families, and young 
people. Through real-world, scenario-based learning, labs, and coursework, learners gain the 
skills they need for an entry-level cloud role. AWS re/Start also provides learners with 
resume and interview coaching to prepare for employer meetings and interviews. 
Website - https://aws.amazon.com/training/restart/ 
 
Outsource Uk  
Outsource UK has long-established relationships with many of the UK’s leading defence 
companies and organisations, who rely on us to source talented people to work on some of 
the most challenging projects and advanced technologies in the world. For our clients in this 
sector, security, confidentiality and intellectual property rights are of paramount 
importance and we have appropriate measures in place to protect those interests. We also 

 

http://www.techvets.co/
https://aws.amazon.com/training/restart/


work closely with our clients’ HR and procurement teams to develop, implement and 
continuously improve processes for recruitment, onboarding and compliance.  
Website - https://www.outsource-uk.co.uk/defence-sector.asp 
 
Barclays Military & Veterans Outreach - Military & Veterans Outreach is Barclays’ 
interface with all facets of our Armed Forces communities, creating opportunities to rise for 
Serving personnel, veterans, Reservists and the wider military family. 
Website- https://home.barclays/careers/our-programmes/after/ 

JP Morgan Ex-Military Recruitment Program 
Through this program, you’ll have the opportunity to facilitate your post-military career 
aspirations within the financial services field by participating in one of our full time hire 
recruitment streams. 
Website - https://careers.jpmorgan.com/us/en/students/programs/military-uk-direct-hire 
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 Success Stories  
 

The below are from people who have gone through resettlement and have gone on to 
achieve what they set out to do and more.  
 
Joseph L Lee - Senior Networks Analyst & Team Lead at Managed 24/7 
Through my own experiences and the observation of other people’s resettlement success,                       
the key takeaway is that while it seems like more effort, taking everything you can get (CTP,                                 
SLCs, ELCs, work placements etc), setting yourself a direction and really driving yourself                         
towards that goal is actually in a way the easiest method. The people I’ve seen breeze                               
resettlement have done just this. Remember, throughout our time in the forces we are used                             
to having processes, plans and orders mapped out in front of us; but when it comes to your                                   
own career, you have to take it into your own hands – Trust nobody but yourself with your                                   
career!" 
 
Ben Ford - Founder of commando development  
I learned to code aboard HMS Ocean on the way to Iraq in 2003. After I left the corps, I was                                         
able to slowly weave more and more scripting and small programming tasks as a value add                               
in my telecoms job. I kept adding to my skills by doing little side projects and eventually                                 
learned enough web programming to get a full time job. 
People with an armed forces background are rare in tech and it means that you will have                                 
unusually stong "soft skills" compared to many people without a diverse background. 
 
Josh Keeley  - Recruitment Manager - Cyber Security & Cloud Computing 
I left the Royal Marines back in 2015, having spent 6 years serving across several                             
continents, within a 
number of roles. The anxiety, anticipation and excitement all wrapped into one encompassed                         
me 

 



emotionally and I didn’t even know it.I retrained in IT, had 3 job offers, made an educated                                 
guess and chose what I thought to be the best option. I chose IT because I saw other lads                                     
had done the same, they looked successful and social media seemed to tell me they loved                               
life. Joining the new organisation just before Christmas, I felt a grey cloud shadowing over                             
my mental state. My partner would highlight that I wasn’t happy, the people I worked with                               
were very different to my old troop – no comradery, no togetherness, all very different. I felt                                 
like I had failed in my new career, just when so many people thought it was a great move for                                       
me. The ego took a big hit when I decided to wrap it all in – feeling like such a failure and                                           
uncertain what was next. I had to speak to people, evaluate myself like I had never done                                 
before. Highlight what I enjoy doing, what I’m good at and the transferable skills we acquire                               
in service – a weird self-reflecting exercise. 
Deciding to give recruitment a go, an industry I didn’t even know existed 6 months prior and                                 
far removed from my new trade– but matched my skills/interests. I now head up a division                               
in London with a team of Consultants reporting to me, in one of the most exciting and                                 
fastest growing markets – Cyber Security. I love my job and helping people forge their own                               
careers is now my new passion and purpose. The point I’m trying to make here, is that you                                   
might not find your next career for life directly after leaving and that’s okay. Civilian life is                                 
about trial and error, a steep learning curve. I advise that you 
build a strong support network of diverse individuals around you – you never know when you                               
may need them and vice versa. 

 
 
 

 



 Best books of 2019 
 

The Daily Stoic - 366 Meditations on Wisdom, Perseverance, and the Art of Living 
- Ryan Holiday. 
This book is a must have for any bedside table. It has genuinely helped me throughout the 
year and it is one that will stay with me for years to come.  
Be More Pirate: Or How to Take On the World and Win - Sam Conniff Allende 
This book genuinely made me think differently about the way I wanted to grow my business. 
I would recommend it to anyone who needs a fresh perspective on the world.   

Atomic Habits - James Clear  
Atomic Habits are the collections of small habits to make a big change. This clear and well 
written book will help you understand how to build long lasting, positive habits.  
How To Be Right - James O’Brien  
This book really opened my eyes in terms of some of the biggest goings on in the world 
today. Whichever side you sit on this book will provide a different perspective.  
Ant Middleton- First Man In  
Fantastic book when you need some motivation.  
Ant Middleton - The Fear Bubble  
Some great advice in regards to using fear as an ally.  
Turn the Ship Around - David Marquet 
A great read, especially for those currently in or moving into leadership roles.  
Oversubscribed - Daniel Priestley  
Any business owner who wants to learn how to sell should read this.  
Radical Candor - Kim Scott  
If you are in a position that feedback is the norm, then learn a new technique in this book.  

 



Everything Is Fucked - Mark Manson  
A clever and strangely uplifting book.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 Close  

 
 

So that is that, another year of individuals putting time aside to help. 
 
To all those who have contributed throughout the year all I can I say is thank you. Without 
you, things like this would not be possible. 
 
If you are one of the people who are about to, or are in the middle of resettlement then I 
hope you took something away from the pages above. 
 
 Even if it was just some confidence that you are capable of more than you realise.  
 
Like all of these things it doesn’t count for anything if you don’t take it forward so grab a 
pen and a piece of paper and start drawing up your vision of life after the armed forces.  
 
Good luck….  
 
 
 
 

 


